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God Cypha U – Lyrics… 

 

 

Intro: Inspired by the Tao of  Wu, The 36
th

 chamber is your creation so love and 

protect your mindset. Hear the call within yourself to live positive, and stay on that 

road, promise a brotha that you’ll do that. Motivate and activate. Peace. And to all 

the warriors out there, remember that there is always a fiercer warrior. So learn to 

train for inner peace. 

 

 

Verse 1:  

 

Always workin’ it out tryin’ ta maintain the mindset, honor little things in life 

knowledge self surroundings, how to navigate wisdom is the action motivate activate 

control my mouth or it’s distraction. 

 

Unless your paid to express what others won’t this is talking generally from a 

brotha genuinely take it slow have a stroll same path everyday but always new 

because it’s 1 to 9 transformation plantin’ seeds to sow 

 

Every seed goes to a place but it ain’t always what it seems so learn to practice faith 

while your planting tell a brotha that you vow to try to stay the road and honest to 

yourself something positive gotta plan things 

 

Your mind is yours whether 3 or 4’s keep it love for your path and the people you 

effect again laugh it’s a necessary way to the basic key to happiness God’s law truth 

the same for everybody having this 

 

 

 

Hook: God Cypha U, break free. Not the things that hold you back.  

 God Cypha U break free. Work, study paint a picture write a track. 

 

(2 times) 

 

 

 

Verse 2:  

 

Same value, all of us 28 dollars how you change is up to you read, pray, train, create 

share if you dig but we’ll expect to hear from ya so keep the torch lit, ya dig that’s 

right stroll and clear your mind kid 

 

Simplify then magnify the good never panic just relax it turns to joy, music is a 

remedy. Training for internal peace, non-violent poetic street hustler rhymes outlets 

and remedies. 
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Repetitive redundant redemption be funded transformation not oppression the 

ancient truth won this. Motivate or else you’re the temple don’t forget the basement 

lab it’s always there wherever you are bring it back touchstones is all of us where it 

started where it ends, soul is infinite we learn that God’s law never bends. 

 

(left out this part accidentally…”the bond we share is creativity not negativity, life is like 

water over the rocks peace rise like the sun did’)  

 

 

 

Hook: God Cypha U, break free. Not the things that hold you back.  

 God Cypha U break free. Work, study paint a picture write a track. 

 

(2 times) 

 

 

Outro: Knowledge, and wisdom is knowledge in action. Remember that your 

expression and way of dealing with time is not for critics. So don’t pay attention to 

that lack of respect for your meaning. God is within everyone and everything. And 

no worries guys, why? …because billions and billions of dollars are involved in our 

shared creative and business community of what is the final message, ONELOVE. 

Peace.  

 

(we say this, because even the hype and negativity about the UNITY topic that is 

thought to be the opposite representation is eventually used as a basis of 

transformation…it all goes to the good…so lets relax and try to bring light our 

day…it brings light to those around us, and creates long term ripple effects in the 

world….much love you guys…take care…from all of us to us…  ) 

 

 


